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In a statistical comparison of orthogonal normalized

varimax factor analytic solutions for the MMPI-168 including

and excluding invalid protocols of psychiatric inpatients,

at least one factor reflection was observed. Factors identi-

fied were Psychotic Distortion (Absence of Distress), Somati-

cism, Depression, Extroversion, Masculinity-Femininity, and

Low Morale. Factors obtained, and representative clinical

scales, were consistent with those obtained by others in

investigations of both abbreviated and standard MMPI forms.

Statistical comparison of factors identified by the two

analyses indicated congruence. Possible sources of factor

distortion were discussed.
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VALIDITY SCALE ELEVATION IN FACTOR ANALYSIS

OF THE MMPI-168

Since its inception 36 years ago, the Minnesota Multi-

phasic Personality Inventory has become probably the most

widely utilized and researched clinical instrument. Exist-

ing relevant empirical data have exceeded that for any other

test, and a plethora of professional publications is based

in part or wholly on the MMPI annually (Faschingbauer &

Newmark, 1978).

The extreme length of this assessment instrument, how-

ever, has had a deleterious effect in a number of clinical

and research situations. Some psychiatric patients have had

difficulty or have been unable to complete the inventory

because of a number of factors. These have included poor

concentration, restlessness, acute distress and irritability;

physical deficits such as poor eyesight or other medical

problems; and other limitations such as poor reading skills

(Faschingbauer & Newmark, 1978). In addition, the use of

the complete instrument may be prohibited in research situ-

ations due to time and stress factors for subjects and a

variety of expenses to the investigator. Further, certain

resistant, rebellious patients have been unwilling to com-

plete the full inventory, e.g., prisoners, court referrals,

and adolescents (Bennett, 1979). These effects, related to
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the length of the instrument, have led to the development of

methods for gaining essentially the same information as

gained by administration of the complete inventory by use of

only a part of that item pool, i.e., various abbreviated

forms of the MMPI.

A review of validity studies conducted for short forms

of the MMPI has revealed that from among the available abbre-

viations, either the MMPI-168 or Faschingbauer's Abbreviated

MMPI (FAM) should be selected for. use since they appear to

offer "the most accurate diagnostic and interpretive infor-

mation" (Poythress, 1978, p. 334). This summary indicated

that it was possible to obtain interpretations and make

diagnostic decisions from information provided by these

short inventories which were equivalent to those based on

the standard MMPI.

Discriminative and Criterion Validity of the MMPI-168

The MMPI-168 (Overall & Gomez-Mont, 1974) consisted of

the first 168 items of the MMPI Form R. Its authors used

168 items essentially because of convenience' Item 168 was

at the bottom of page seven of Form R, and provided an

accessible stopping point. The authors felt that another

advantage of using these particular items was that since

they appeared in context and customary sequence, data

already available could be used to validate the procedure,

It was decided that as patients did not know how far they

were going in the longer form booklet when they started, or
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that they knew only the terminal item number, their perfor-

mance should not be affected.

The MMPI-168 was standardized using standard length

MMPI protocols of 339 patients from a combined state hospi-

tal sample (predominantly alcoholics) and a medical school

psychiatric sample (a majority of whom were diagnosed as

neurotic or personality disordered). The long form proto-

cols were scored using conventional scoring keys, as well as

keys based on the first 168 items. Then, utilizing a least

squares regression technique, estimates of K-corrected raw

scores were obtained. Product-moment correlations between

the raw score estimates and the original MMPI raw scores

ranged from 0.79 to 0.96 for the MMPI's three validity and

10 clinical scales. Ranges of correlations similar to

those obtained by Overall and Gomez-Mont have been reported

for samples of psychiatric inpatients and outpatients

(Hedlund, Cho, & Powell, 1975; Newmark, Newmark, & Cook,

1975; Overall, Butcher, & Hunter, 1975), medical patients

(Newmark & Raft, 1976), V.A. patients (Hoffman & Butcher,

1975), prison inmates (Walls, McGlynn, & Tingstrom, 1977),

and alcoholics (Erickson & O'Leary, 1977). Higher correla-

tions were obtained between the standard MPI and MMPI-168

predicted scale scores (Newmark, Ziff, Finch, & Kendall,

1978). Correspondence ranged from 0.92 to 0,98 for male

psychiatric patients and 0.89 to 0.96 for female psychiatric

patients.
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Some studies have compared the MMPI and MMPI-168 in

terms of their mean raw scores across scales (Erickson &

O'Leary, 1977; Newmark et al., 1975, 1978; Newmark & Raft,

1976). Only scale Si had a mean absolute difference which

was greater than one raw score point, Mean absolute differ-

ences for the other 12 scales ranged from 0.2 to 0.7 raw

score points. None of the scales were consistently over-

estimated, while only scale Si seemed to be consistently

underestimated.

High point concordence rates for the MMPI-168, however,

have varied significantly, ranging from 45% (Hedlund et al.,

1975) to 22% (Erickson & O'Leary, 1977) for identical first

two high points and 73% (Newmark et al,, 1975) to 54% (Walls

et al., 1977) for single high points. Overall, Higgins, and

DeSchwenitz (1976) have questioned the assumptions which led

to the tendency to view the standard MMPI as an infallible

criterion. They suggested this resulted in attributing all

discrepancies to the short form.

In a study comparing the discriminant validity of the

MMPI-168 and the standard MMPI pertaining to differential

diagnoses for 170 psychiatric inpatients and 24 psychiatric

consultations, Overall et al. (1976) administered each

patient a battery of tests which inlcuded the MMPI, Weschler

Adult Intelligence Test, Bender-Gestalt, Weschler Memory

Scales, and the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale, Patients

were assigned to one of ten diagnostic categories. A
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two-way Diagnosis X Test Form, multivariate analysis of var-

iance was performed on the clinical and validity scales for

the patients of the diagnostic groups. It was reported that

the MMPI-168 scores did not differ significantly from the

full MMPI clinical scale scores, either between or across

diagnostic categories. Finally, a separate multiple dis-

criminant function analysis was calculated for both the MMPI

and MMPI-168 scores. Chi-square equivalence for overall

diagnostic group discrimination suggested that neither the

abbreviated nor the standard form of the MMPI provided

superior diagnostic accuracy over the other.

Corresponding results were obtained in another study of

discriminant validity (Newmark et al., 1978). These authors

utilized the extended version of the Brief Psychiatric Rat-

ing Scale (Overall & Gorham, 1962; Porkorny & Overall, 1970)

and the Mental Status Schedule to study the empirical valid-

ity of the MMPI-168 as well as Faschingbauer's Abbreviated

MMPI (FAM). The Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale was designed

to rate psychopathology syndromes in terms of severity of

symptom constructs on a 7-point scale, Use of the Mental

Status Schedule served to diminish "variability in inter-

viewing technique and coverage-of psychopathology" (Newmark

et al., 1978, p. 55). Two raters, taken from a group which

included two psychiatric residents and two psychologists,

rated each of 290 psychiatric inpatients who had completed

the standard MMPI and either the MMPI-168 or the FAM in a
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counter-balanced design. Across the four raters, interrater

reliability coefficients ranged from 0.83 to 0.88. The

results of the investigation indicated that the correlations

between the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale ratings of a

patient's psychopathological constructs and the abbreviated

forms were significantly high and comparable to the standard

MMPI-Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale correspondence. All

correlations were significantly different from zero (p < .001).

Neither short form exhibited any superiority over the other.

It was concluded from this study that the MMPI-168 was com-

parable to the full MMPI when compared to objective measures

of psychopathology. Newmark and Finch (1976) indicated that

the UMMPI-168 could serve as an accurate alternative to the

standard MMPI in aiding general diagnosis with psychiatric

inpatients. No significant differences were reported between

the two forms pertaining to general diagnostic accuracy.

The MMPI-168's potential utility has been supported by

the results of a study evaluating its criterion validity.

Newmark, Falk, and Finch (1976) had a psychiatric team com-

posed of a psychologist, a psychiatric resident, a psychiat-

ric nurse, and a psychiatrist rate interpretations of 250-

300 words based on the standard MMPI or one of three abbre-

viated forms, including the MPI-168, Ratings ranged from

1 (complete inaccuracy) to 5 (total accuracy), No signifi-

cant differences occurred between the interpretation ratings

for the standard MMPI and the MMPI-168. For the MMPI-168,



86% of the interpretations were rated as 5 or 4 (75% accuracy).
This compared with 88% of the standard interpretations being
rated as 5 or 4.

In another investigation, Hedlund, Cho, and Wood (1977a)

compared the discriminant validity of factor and clinical

scale scores. Previous work (Overall et al., 1975) had

indicated the potential equivalence of MMPI-168 and full

MMPI clinical scale scores, while suggesting factor scoring

offered no additional diagnostic benefit over the scale

scores of either the standard or abbreviated form. Hedlund

and his associates correlated the clinical scale and factor

scores for the MMPI-168, as well as the clinical scale scores

for the full MMPI with factor scores from an automated mental

status report (Sletten, Ernhart, & Ulett, 1970) using 2,116

psychiatric inpatients as subjects. Although many of the

associations between clinical or factor scales and mental

status factors seemed evident, correlations were small, and

neither MMPI-168 factors nor the clinical scales (full MMPI

and MMPI-168) established any substantial superiority in

their relationship with mental status report factors. In

addition, no significant differences in diagnostic validity

relative to broad diagnostic categories were observed, sup-
porting the contention of Overall et al. (1975) that, with

regard to psychiatric screening, the MPI-168 and standard

MMPI clinical scale scores are essentially equivalent.

7
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Factor Structure of the MMPI and MMPI-168

Numerous investigators have undertaken correlational

and factor-analytic studies of the MMPI (Anderson, Davis, &

Wolking, 1966; Barker, Fowler, & Peterson, 1971; Horn,

Wanberg, & Appel, 1973; Messick & Jackson, 1961; Shure &

Rogers, 1965; Tryon, 1968; Tyler, 1951; Welsh, 1956; Wiggins,

1962). Factor-analytic solutions for the standard MMPI have

generally produced from four to seven factors, with five or

six occurring most often (Hunter, Overall, & Butcher, 1974).

One factor, defined by scales Hy and Hs, was considered as a

broad indicator of overconcern with somatic processes.

Another factor has been identified consistently with Sc, Pa,

and Pt--and, to a lesser extent, with Pd, Hy, and D. This

factor was generally interpreted as representing serious

psychopathological disturbance, characterized by diminished

ego strength. A third factor was usually represented by Ma

and Sc, with some involvement of F, Si, and MF. This dimen-

sion was usually seen as an introversion-extraversion

continuum. A Depression factor has been consistently

reported in the literature (Hunter et al., 1974), as has a

Masculinity-Femininity dimension (Overall, Hunter, & Butcher,

1973).

The factor structure of the MMPI-168 has been determined

(Overall et al., 1973), replicated (Hedlund, Cho, & Wood,

1977b), and described as exhibiting a high level of consis-

tency both in quantity and nature of dimensions with the
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standard MMPI (Hunter et al. , 1974) . Overall et al. (1973)

identified six factors representing Somatization, Depression,

Low Morale, Psychotic Distortion, Acting Out, and a Feminine

Interests dimension. Subsequently Hunter et al. (1974) pro-

duced an item level factor-analytic solution for the standard

MMPI which revealed six factors consistent with those previ-

ously identified by them, and which have since been replicat-

ed by Hedlund et al. (1977b). Analysis of the MMPI-168

consisted of a principal-axes procedure which yielded a

pattern of successive factor variances. This was examined

using the concept of an error "scree" (Cattell, 1966) to

determine the number of factors to be rotated. These

obtained factors were then subjected to a normalized varimax

rotation to establish an approximate simple structure.

Finally, using the five items with the highest loading on

each of the factors as marker-variables, a "marker variable

factor analysis" (Overall & Klett, 1972) was performed to

define an improved oblique simple structure. A comparable

factor-analytic procedure was used for the analysis of the

standard MMPI performed by Hunter et al. (1974).

Bennett, Lefevre, Nagel, and Paulman (1979) reported

obtaining six factor dimensions in a factor analysis of the

1MPI-168 and the FAM which included a comparison of the two

factor structures. Factors obtained for the YMPI-168 were

interpreted to represent Absences of Distress, Depression,

Low Morale, Feminine Interests, Somatization, and Control.
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These dimensions accounted for 25,6% of the total variance.

Subjects in the analyses were 315 psychiatric hospital

inpatients. Standard MMPI protocols were randomly selected

from the files of a psychiatric hospital, and these were

then screened to allow inclusion of only subjects with valid

profiles in the analysis. Invalidity was defined operation-

ally as (a) scale F > T score of 90, (b) scale L or scale K

> T score of 70, or (c) scale F minus scale K > 13 raw score

points. This definition was reported to be consistent with

rules commonly used in clinical psychological evaluations

(Turner & McCreary, 1978). Short form items were then

extracted from the standard Form R. According to the

authors, extraction of the shorter forms from the longer

should not have affected individual performance as the abbre-

viated form appeared in the context of the standard protocol

(Overall & Gomez-Mont, 1974),

Four of the six factors obtained by Bennett et al,

(1979) were consistent with previous analyses of the factor

structure for the MMPI-168. According to the investigators,

Absence of Distress appeared to be a reflection of the Psy-

chotic Distortion factor. The latter factor was found to be

common to factor analysis of the MMPI (Hunter et al,, 1974).

Absence of Distress was predominantly comprised of items

from scales F, D, Hy, and Pd. These scales included a large

number of the "critical items" (Dahlstrom, Welsh, & Dahlstrom,

1972), endorsement of which (in the keyed direction) indicated
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some serious symptom, impulse, or experience requiring

further inquiry. Items for the Absence of Distress factor

were keyed, however, in the direction opposite from that

representing a Psychotic Distortion factor.

Another factor, Control, also appeared to be a reflec-

tion of one previously obtained in MMPI analyses, Acting Out.

Hunter et al. (1974) suggested that when using a psychiatric

population as subjects, an Acting Out factor is obtained

instead of the extraversion/introversion dimension which has

been defined using more normal samples. The Control factor

contained items from scales Sc, Pd, F, and Pa keyed in a

direction opposite from either an Acting Out or an extraver-

sion/introversion dimension.

The remaining factors were consistent with results from

other MMPI long and short form factor analyses. Depression

items loaded mainly on scales D, Hy, and Pt. Somaticism

items predominantly loaded on scale Hs, A Low Morale factor

was defined by items from scales Hy, K, and Pt. Items repre-

senting the Feminine Interests dimension were preponderantly

from scale MF, This dimension's association with scale MF

has been detected repeatedly in previously long and short

form studies (Overall et al., 1973).

An important consideration has been the extent of equiv-

alence between factor structures of test instruments and

their derived abbreviations. This consideration has been

important in that lack of equivalence in factor-analytic
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solutions would suggest incongruence of intepretive informa-

tion based on underlying variables, i.e., factors.

Validity Criteria and Factor Distortions

The emergence of factor reflections has been explained

by Bennett et al. (1979) as due to the exclusion of invalid

protocols from their factor-anaLytic solution. Previous

reports of factor-analytic investigations of the MMPI and

its abbreviations have not indicated whether invalidated

protocols were included in their solutions (Bennett et al.,

1979). In a personal communication with Overall (Bennett et

al., 1979) it was learned that Overall and his associates

did, in fact, include both valid and invalid MMPI protocols

in their analysis (Overall et al,, 1973),

These circumstances raised a question regarding the

effect of inclusion or exclusion of profiles with validity

scale elevations, especially in the case of scale F, in fac-

tor analyses for the MMPI. Scale F was comprised of a large

proportion of "critical item" statements, indicating serious

symptomatology, impulses, or experiences. The scale was

also high in face validity (Dahlstrom et al., 1972)0,

Psychotic processes and impulsive tendencies, however,

have not been the only possible source of F scale elevations.

Lachar (1974) indicated several other possible sources of

elevation for this scale: (a) random, all true or all

false response sets; (b) a lack of comprehension due to

faulty vision, poor reading skills, or psychotic confusion;
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(c) "faking bad" by the patient which may occur when an indi-

vidual might benefit by appearing more dysfunctional than he

actually is; (d) a "cry for help" in which the patient

admits to a wide variety of problems. With regards to this

situation, while it has been important for clinical interpre-

tation to identify profiles which may not be accurate psycho-

logical representations, to exclude these identified profiles

from factor analyses may result in a distorted portrayal of

the MMPI factor structure. This would be especially relevant

in the case of the F scale which has been frequently elevated

in the profiles of schizophrenic patients (Hunter et al,,

1974).

It appeared from the presented evidence that the elimi-

nation of variance which may be attributed to sources related

to validity scale elevations may serve to conceal or distort

the factor structure of short and long forms of the MMPI,

The purpose of this study then was to determine the effect of

inclusion or exclusion of data associated with invalid test

protocols on factor structures obtained in factor-analytic

solutions of the MMPI-168. The design of this study per-

mitted a statistical comparison of those structures,

Method

Subjects

Subjects in the analysis included two psychiatric

inpatient groups whose MMPI answer sheets were randomly

selected from the files of a psychiatric hospital, One
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group included 315 subjects used in the recent study reported

above (Bennett et al., 1979), all of whom had valid profiles;

the second group included 190 subjects whose protocols were

invalid, predominantly with F scale elevations. The standard

MMPIs had been administered prior to selection. The adminis-

tration of the psychiatric facility approved use of the data

for research purposes. The sample size was consistent with

guidelines suggested by Cattell (1966), and Comrey (1978)

for size of population in factor-analytic research.

Procedure

MMPI-168 item answers for each of the 190 patients in

the invalid group were extracted from their full MMPI proto-

cols, To form a combined group of 505 subjects with both

valid and invalid profiles, the invalid group of 190 subjects

was combined with the valid group of 315 subjects. The data

for the combined group of 505 subjects were factor-analyzed

using the BMDO8M program (Sampson & Jennrich, 1978), The

correlation matrix was formed with squared multiple correla-

tions as the diagnonal elements; variances due to regression

were used in the covariance matrix. An orthogonal varimax

rotation was performed on the factor matrix using Kaiser

normalizations of the factor loading in order to define an

approximate simple structure. Cattell's "scree n procedure

(1966) was utilized to obtain factors for rotation, Items

loading .20 or greater on the varimax factors were identi-

fied and pooled to represent the factors, Finally, Cattell,
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Balcar, Horn, and Nesselroade's (1969) s statistic was used

to compare the factor structure obtained through analysis of

the data for the combined group'of 505 subjects with the

factor structure produced by analysis of the data for the

valid group of 315 subjects, obtained in a previous study

(Bennett et al., 1979).

Results

The orthogonal normalized varimax rotation (Mulaik,

1972; Nunnally, 1967) produced six factors, accounting for

32% of the total variance. Using both item content and

scale loadings as criteria, these dimensions are interpreted

to represent Psychotic Distortion, Somaticism, Depression,

Extraversion, Masculinity-Femininity, and Low Morale. Fac-

tors representing these constructs have been reported for

the MMPI-168 previously (Overall et al., 1973; Hedlund et

al., 1977b), as well as for the full MMPI (Hunter et al.,

1974).

Subsequently, factor loadings are classified into sali-

ent and hyperplane categories in order to compute Cattell's

salient variable similarity index, s (Cattell et al., 1969).

Hyperplane loadings are operationally defined as "near-zero"

loadings, usually ranging from -.1 to +.l, Variables with

loadings in excess of this range are considered salient to

the factor, i.e., variables on which the underlying factor

is acting. The measure is used to statistically compare
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factor structures obtained in analyses of the MMPI-168,

including and excluding invalidated protocols.

Results of this procedure indicate a significant degree

of congruence between factors obtained in both analyses.

The s index values and their significance levels for the

compared factors are as follows: Psychotic Distortion

(Absence of Distress), s = -.09 (p < .05); Somaticism, s =

.05 (p < .08); Depression, s = .06 (p < ,06); Extraversion

(Control), s = .08 (p < .05); Masculinity-Femininity, s =

.30 (p < .001); Low Morale, s = .66 (p .<001),

Discussion

Psychotic Distortion, which appeared as a reflection

(Absence of Distress) in the study using only valid MMPI

protocols (Bennett et al., 1979) is clearly represented in

the present results. Items loading on this factor are gen-

erally from scales F, 8, and 6, including a significant

proportion of the indices of serious disturbance referred to

previously (Dahlstrom et al., 1972).

A second factor, Somaticism, is keyed by items from

scales 2, 3, and 1. Behavioral descriptors for this factor

based on code-type indicate depressive and somatic symptoms

(Good & Brantner, 1974) .

Depression involves predominantly items from clinical

scales 7, 8, and 2. Item content inspection reveals indices

of a somewhat more severe, psychotic state in contrast with

Low Morale, which is represented by scales 7, 9, and 4.
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suggesting a neurotic range of anxiety, indecision, and

guilt, with low defenses (Hunter et al., 1974). Lachar

(1974) indicates that individuals with profiles related to

the Low Morale factor can be described as tense, anxious,

restless and somewhat agitated, with feelings of guilt and

self-condemnation.

Although the Control factor obtained in the analysis

of the MMPI-168 valid protocols (Bennett et al., 1979) was

hypothesized to be a reflection of the Acting Out factor

which Hunter et al. (1974) observed in their MMPI factor

analysis, the factor obtained in this study, Extroversion,

does not appear to be a reflection of Control. Rather, this

dimension which is represented by scales 0, 5, and 9, appears

only loaded with variables related to outgoing, assertive,

self-confident responses to the test instrument. This is

supported by the failure to observe a negative s index,

indicating reflection, in the statistical comparison of the

two factors. The emergence of this factor may be specific

to this population. The Psychotic Distortion factor, how-

ever, did produce a significant, negative s index, indicating

reflected congruence.

The Masculinity-Femininity dimension obtained in this

study is preponderantly represented by scale 5 (MF). The

observation of this factor is consistent with previous

reports of analyses of the MMPI-168 (Bennett et al., 1979;
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Hedlund et al., 1977b; Overall et al., 1973), as well as

with analysis of the standard form (Hunter et al., 1974).

Relationships between clinical scales containing load-

ing variables and the observed factors are consistent with

previous analyses. Thus, results obtained in this study

support the indications of previous factor structure solu-

tions for the MMPI-168.

The results of this study have some implications for

future research, however. The inclusion of invalidated

protocols in the factor-analytic solution of the MMPI-168

serves to produce an observed factor structure consistent

with the previous investigations. It may be argued that

this could be the result of the use of a more appropriate

number of subjects relative to the number of variables. The

factor analysis for the combined group includes 505 subjects

in contrast to 315 subjects for the valid group. This argu-

ment, however, does not consider the observed factor congru-

ence between the two analyses, as well as the statistical

indication of reflection with regard to the Psychotic Dis-

tortion factor. It is expected that inclusion of sources of

variance apparently related to that factor would produce a

reversal of the reflection.

It seems important for investigators seeking to describe

the nature of underlying sources of variability to insure

that sources of error in their analyses should be identified

and attempts made to control these elements. At least with
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regard to psychiatric populations, the results of this study

indicate that exclusion of indices of variance significant

in such populations serves to distort observed factor struc-

tures. These circumstances are not inconsistent with

clinical interpretive validity. Since most of the included

invalid protocols have F scale elevations which are important

for some clinical diagnoses, significant error related to

other causes for invalidation is probably minimal. Potential

for the distortion of factor structure representation is

likely not specific to psychiatric populations, however, and

differences in the nature of observed factor distortions may

be related to differences in salient sources of variability

which occur among various populations.

Since previous investigations have not specified the

exclusion or inclusion of invalidated MMPI protocols in

their factor analyses (Bennett et al., 1979), a suggestion

for future research may include a replication of the design

of this study using the standard-length MMPI, Comparative

analyses of other various short forms may also be indicated,

across forms as well as across populations, Analyses may be

conducted in which diagnostic criteria are used for exclusion

of protocols. For example, profiles with specific validity

scale elevations may be retained in an analysis, providing

such elevations are consistent with diagnoses confirmed by

an independent instrument or other external source, Exclu-

sion of other invalid profiles may reduce factor distortion,
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producing a more accurate representation of sources of varia-

bility.

This investigation's factor-analytic solution for the

MMPI-168 corroborates the apparent consistency of factor

structure of this short form with the standard form. Meth-

odological issues and suggestions explored in this report

should be considered in order to enhance accurate represen-

tation of the primary sources of variance in psychopathology

underlying item responses to both the abbreviated and the

standard forms of the MMPI.
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